Digital Watermark Collections

a conference organized by the KB and the ÖAW

April 11, 2013 at the KB, The Hague, Netherlands

Tentative program:

12.00 - 12.20: Emanuel Wenger: New developments in Bernstein since 2009
12.20 - 12.40: Maria Stieglecker & Erwin Frauenknecht: WZIS and classification and terminology of watermarks in WZIS
12.40 - 13.00: Victor Karnaukhov: Wasserzeichenstudio (Watermark Toolkit)
13.00 - 13.20: Martin Kluge: Filigrana

13.20 – 14.00: Coffee/Lunch

14.00 – 14.20: Paul Needham: WIGB
14.20 – 14.40: Gerard van Thienen: WIES
14.40 – 15.00: Marisa Ferrando: Watermark research at the IVC+R
15.00 – 15.20: Maria Dolores: Corpus de Filigranas Hispanicas

15.20 – 15.30: Coffee/Tea

15.30 – 15.50: Marieke van Delft: New webpage of WILC, WILC as open data, watermark research at the KB
15.50 – 16.10: Timothy Leonard: Sources for a history of watermarks in Piedmont
16.10 – 16.30: Meelis Friedenthal: Watermarks in Early Estonian Prints
16.30 – 16.50: Georg Dietz: Collection Stefan Feyerabend
16.50 – 17.10: Summary, discussion about Bernstein and closing remarks.